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Mixed reality spaces are getting a huge dose of creativity this week, as we've got "Our New Friends," as well as "Concept: When Monsters Attack," among others. We also have a new "Make Your Own Game" and a new "What Would It Look Like To Stop Time?" in our growing library of our #MadeWithVRChat videos. Re-VR (**NEW!!**) (1m+) "Re-VR is a place where creators and technology
enthusiasts can find virtual reality creations to be experienced for the first time in virtual reality." What would it look like to re-enact a fairy tale, and in VR? For example, Snow White with the Evil Queen? An evil queen, perhaps? It is time for you to see the end of your happily-ever-after, Little Red Riding Hood! The Studio: Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Windows Mixed Reality, or Google Daydream
Final Cut Pro X or Adobe Premier Time to create a fairy tale masterpiece! Over the past year, Re-VR has become a popular place for VR creators to share their VR creations and VR experiences for the first time. From virtual reality cartoons, video games, and even art projects, Re-VR provides a place where the community can interact with VR creators in a socially immersive way. Below you will
find the latest Re-VR experiences created by our community. **Create A Virtual Reality Game with Google Cardboard** Link: ***NEW*** Special thanks to Ellic, DeafZolo, and angelicon for this VR game! We now have a new "Create A Virtual Reality Game with Google Cardboard" experience for you to explore! When you start the game, the base of your VR headset will automatically fold out.
The large VR screen acts as a virtual keyboard. You can easily attach your controller to the top of the VR screen to explore this VR-gaming experience. Google Cardboard is an easy and inexpensive way to create the same effects as many more advanced, expensive 82157476af
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